Econo Body for DOT Delivery Trucks

TOMCO₂ System’s new economical truck body for transporting high pressure cylinders in conjunction with a low pressure bulk liquid CO₂ delivery system weighs less than our standard DOT bodies. It also significantly reduces costs. The body’s streamlined design is manufactured in accordance with DOT Title 49, Specification MC-331 and is available for 2.5 ton, 3 ton and 3.5 ton storage units.

The equipment cabinet features easy access doors with locks and hold open devices. Unit includes hose, pressure gauges and liquid level gauges. Optional equipment offered is meter, ticket printer, toolbox, transfer pump, refrigeration system and pressure build system. Optional equipment available.
FEATURES

- Cylinder storage located on curbside and street side forward of rear wheels
- Total carry capacity of 10 high-pressure cylinders per side with fold down loading ramp
- Optional toolbox located on curbside behind rear wheels
- Equipment cabinets located on rear head of unit

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

- Vessel material is normalized SA-612
- ASME approved direct spring loaded safeties
- **Working Pressure**: 350 psig (23.8 bar)
- **Insulation**: 4” (10.16 cm) polyurethane
- **Outer Jacket**: 0.063 (0.16 cm) aluminum
- **Pressure Gauge**: 0-600 psig with 6” (15.24 cm) dial
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